Abstract-Efficient network coverage and connectivity are the requisites for most Wireless Sensor Network deployments, particularly those concerned with area monitoring. The Coverage Control Technology is one of the basic technologies of wireless sensor network, and is mainly concerned about how to prolong the network lifetime on the basis of meeting users' perception demand. To optimize wireless sensor networks coverage, an algorithm which is based on particle swarm optimization with dynamic clonal selection is proposed. This algorithm controls the clonal quantity and variation range of particle which represents the locations of all mobile sensor nodes, by coverage rate and similarity among the swarm to avoiding being trapped in local optimum. By comparison of the simulation results with other algorithms, this optimization algorithm could improve the performance of network coverage more effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a large collection of densely deployed, spatially distributed, autonomous devices or nodes that communicate via wireless and cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions [1, 2] . In such networks, sensor nodes are deployed over a geographic area by aerial scattering or other means. Each sensor node can only detect events within some very limited distance from itself, called the sensing range. In addition, sensor nodes normally have fairly limited transmission and reception capabilities so that sensing data have to be relayed via a multihop path to a distant base station, which is a data collection center with sufficiently powerful processing capabilities and resources. After being deployed, sensor nodes are usually left unattended for a very long period of time so that they may fail over time due to various reasons such as battery exhaustion and physical destructions by attackers. They may also be moved away from where they were deployed by animals, winds, or other environmental means [3] .
The sensor deployment methods [4] of WSN are deterministic versus random. A deterministic sensor placement may be feasible in friendly and accessible environments. Random sensor distribution is generally considered in military applications and for remote or inhospitable areas. Due to random deployment is easy to form coverage blind spots and overlaps, the problem could be solved with a hybrid WSN in combination of static nodes and mobile nodes [5] . A hybrid WSN deployment strategy is to randomly deploy static nodes mixed with mobile nodes by certain proportion and then adjust location of the mobile nodes to enhance coverage.
There have been some achievements on the study of WSN coverage. Reference [6] proposes the heuristic algorithm for WSN key areas coverage nevertheless the region must be divided into key areas and normal areas in this algorithm to achieve effective coverage. To optimize the coverage, randomly scheduling subset to divide optimal solutions was adopted in reference [7] . The method uses the coverage redundancy among sensors to expand the lifetime of networks, but it couldn't enlarge the coverage areas. Two methods are proposed for the mobile nodes deployment [8, 9] , however, there is no full use of the pilot action of global information on locations while adjusting the locations of mobile nodes. Zou Lei etc proposed a deployment method for hybrid sensor networks based on virtual force. This method requires each node to send broadcast messages and response messages periodically to calculate the repulsive force, gravity, border binding between nodes which is easily led to networks congestion and decrease of the networks lifetime in the case of abundant nodes and widely distributed. Zeng Yinglan etc proposed a coverage strategy using differential evolution algorithm for WSN mixed nodes optimizing. But the algorithm performs slow convergence near the optimal solution and the real-time performance of nodes scheduling needs to be improved.
To overcome the deficiencies of existing technologies, a modified particle swarm algorithm (PSO) was adopted on the basis of synthesizing the above research findings. The modified PSO uses a particle to simulate all mobile node location. Take dynamic clonal selection and chaotic mutation to the results of each particle iteration and select the optimal results in the next evolution to improve the WSN coverage.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, an overview of related work in WSN coverage and PSO is provided.
A. WSN Coverage
General Coverage Metrics: Coverage in sensor networks has been extensively studied, in terms of the coverage resulting from various deployment patterns created by node placement [10, 11] . The worst and best-case coverage has been studied in Megerian et al. With the help of techniques from computational geome-try and graph theory, the authors study the maximal breach paths and maximal support paths for the coverage problem, where the maximal breach path is the path with the minimum distance to a sensor and the maximal support path is the path with the maximum distance to a sensor. In Veltri et al. [12] , the authors study the minimal and maximal exposure paths corresponding to the worst and best-case coverage in WSNs. The authors propose a localized approximation algorithm for a WSN to determine its minimal exposure path. In Chin et al. [13, 14] , the exposure metric has been further studied for col-laboration in WSNs of mobile nodes in the presence of noise and obstacles. Using the definition of exposure as the least probability of target detection, the authors propose low-computationally intensive algorithms to obtain the upper and lower bounds on exposure.
Directional Coverage. Directional coverage has been studied in [15, 16, 17] . The authors study the optimal patterns that provide connectivity in WSNs. The authors propose scheduling mechanisms to achieve higher connectivity and full coverage in WSNs with nodes equipped with directional antennas. In [18] , the authors study optimal worst-case coverage with sensors equipped with video cameras, and directionality is studied in terms of the field-of-view of sensors. In [19] , the authors propose the use of directional antennas for power-conservation and greater coverage in the WSN Coverage in Sensor Networks with Mobile Nodes. The coverage provided by mobile and static nodes has been studied in Liu et al., Xing et al., and Tan et al. The use of mobile nodes to provide improved coverage has been studied in Liu et al. and Wang et al.. In Xing et al., the authors study collaboration of mobile and static networks to meet stringent spatial and temporal application requirements of sensor networks deployed for surveillance applications. The authors propose a multi-sensor fusion and movement model to achieve three performance metrics: bounded detection delay, high detection probability and low false alarm rate. Collaboration and mobility in sensors has also been studied in [20] .
In [21] , the authors study the characteristics of mobility in a network of both mobile and static nodes. They study the scenarios under which the coverage provided by mobile sensors is higher than that provided by static sensors by analyzing the mobility framework of node velocity, mobility pattern, number of mobile sensors and dynamics of the phenomenon being sensed. The authors study this quality of coverage problem and propose motion planning algorithms to bound the probability of event loss in the network.
The use of mobile nodes to provide improved coverage has been studied in Liu et al. and Wang et al. [22] . The authors study collaboration of mobile and static networks to meet stringent spatial and temporal application requirements of sensor networks deployed for surveillance applications. The authors propose a multi-sensor fusion and movement model to achieve three performance metrics: bounded detection delay, high detection probability and low false alarm rate. The authors study the characteristics of mobility in a network of both mobile and static nodes.
B. PSO
The PSO which is originally introduced in terms of social and cognitive behavior by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995, has come to be widely used as a problem-solving method in engineering and computer science. PSO was inspired from studies of various animal groups, and has since proven to be a powerful competitor to other evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms. Several researchers have analyzed the performance of the PSO and its variants with different settings, like neighborhood settings, hybrid PSO with breeding and subpopulations. Work presented in describes the complex task of parameter selection in a PSO model. Comparisons between PSO and the standard genetic algorithm were done analytically and also with regards to performance in.
The PSO algorithm simulates social behavior among individuals (particles) "flying" through a multidimensional search space. Each particle represents a point at the inter-section of all search dimensions. The particles evaluate their locations relative to a goal (fitness) at every iteration, and particles in a local neighborhood share memories of their "best" locations; then use those memories to adjust their own velocities and locations. The original PSO formulae developed by Kennedy and Eberhart is modified by Shi and Eberhart with the introduction of an inertia parameter and that was shown empirically to improve the overall performance of PSO.
The PSO formulae defines each particle as a potential solution to a problem in a D -dimensional space, with the i -th particle represented as
Each particle also maintains a memory ( lBest ) of its previous best location
and velocity along each dimension represented as
. In each generation, the lBest vector of the particle with the best fitness in the local neighborhood, designated gBest , and the lBest vector of the current particle are combined to adjust the velocity along each dimension; the velocity is then used to compute a new location for the particle. The portion of the adjustment to the velocity influenced by the own location lBest of individual is considered as the cognition component and the portion influenced by gBest is the social component.
The basic PSO first initializes a bulk of particles location and velocity and then iterates for the optimal solution. Each particle updates its data for tracing better solutions of their location and velocity in iteration. One of the best solution for location that particle iterated is called individual peak location noted as lBest . Another is for the whole swarm location which is called global solution noted as gBest . When the two data are found, the velocity and location of particles in the next minutes will follow these equations bellow:
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In these equations  is called inertia weight always   i lBest t is the peak location of particle i at time t and () gBest t is the peak location of particle swarm.
There are three parts in the right of (1). The first part is the particle's local velocity indicates the particles present status and will affect to the status later. The second is called individual cognitive part which stimulates particles move to the optima location they find. The last part is the particle swarm cognitive part where every particle corporate and share their information in order to get the global solution for all the particles. These three parts together shows both cooperate and competition for their balance and limits, so in this way can the performance of algorithm is determined.
C. Premature Convergences and Dimension Disaster Analysis
When Conventional algorithm of PSO is used in multimodal high-dimensional problems premature convergences and dimension disaster are always exists. It relevant to three main reasons below:
From the equation mentioned above, inertia weight is constant in the process of particle iteration. However, initial value of w lead to a dilemma. If w is too small, the particle's velocity in the next minute will affect too much and easy to trapped in local optima. In the contrary, the initial value set too big will lead to particle moving too fast to miss the global solution. Although some improved algorithms have proposed linear or nonlinear method to adjust inertia weight, it is hard to balance local and global search capacity of multimodal high-dimensional problems rely only on inertia weights.
Secondly, the third part (1) shows that all the particles in standard PSO iteration receive a swarm perceive ability from the gBest of particle swarm. Without reference to the distance away from gBest , each particle gets the same information. Thus, all the particles are quickly attracted by it and reduce the variety of swarm. In fact, in the situation of function search with multitude local optima and multimodal high-dimensional, gBest is probably happening to be one of the local optima [23] .
At last, because (1) has no effect on gBest particles in search will only decided by their father swarm optima and recent optima they find. Problems will be more complex in the situations with multitude local optima. Without escaping mechanisms in use of gBest which is the most important memory cell will be hard to escape local optima when in trap.
III. COVERAGE MODEL
An important problem addressed in literature is the sensor coverage problem. This problem is centered around a fundamental question: How well do the sensors observe the physical space? As pointed out in, the coverage concept is a measure of the quality of service of the sensing function and is subject to a wide range of interpretations due to a large variety of sensors and applications. The goal is to have each location in the physical space of interest within the sensing range of at least one sensor.
Set 
The hybrid WSN coverage area is the union of grids covered by sensor nodes and , denoted by , as in (5):
The maximum coverage problem is how to optimize the location of the mobile node, under the premise to ensure the network connectivity, to obtain which is the hybrid WSN coverage of the target area A as maximum as possible.
IV. THE MODIFIED PSO
The basic PSO is easily trapped into a local minimum and has some problems such as premature convergence or the curse of dimensionality. As proposed in [23] , a nonlinear dynamic adaptive control inertia weight PSO improves to better balance global search ability and local development capability of the particle swarm, but converges slowly near the optimal solution and has poor stability, therefore we dynamically clone the particles and control the variation range according to the level of adaptation values after each iteration and amplitude of variation choose the particles of highest adaptive value in the next iteration. The algorithm flow is shown in Figure 1 . 
A. Dynamic Clonal Selection
To provide new particle location, the algorithm achieves expansion of the particle swarm on purpose by cloning. For different particle, calculate the quantity of clonal particles based on their adaptive values and concentration. The fundamental principle is that particles with high adaptive value have larger quantity of cloning while given consideration to the diversity of particles and introduced into particle concentration to inhibit excessive clone and avoid premature convergence. The quantity of clonal particles is calculated as in (7):
Equation (7) means to round up to an integer; represents the maximum number of cloning; is the result after normalization of adaptation value of particle ; represents the similarity degree and it is also as known as the concentration of the particles between other particles in the current particle swarm with particle i , which is defined as the ratio of the particles number of distance between particle i when it is less than the threshold  to the total.
B. Adaptive Chaotic Mutation
The particle optimization with mutation operation is defined as random variation within the predetermined range for the respective components of the vector represented by the clonal particles, thereby effectively increasing local search of the particle current location. The m -th component i m Z of the particle i with adaptive chaotic mutation operation is defined as in (8):
In (8), the is the parameter which controls the amplitude of variation; is the -th value in the Logistic Mapping Sequence; represents the current number of iterations; is the maximum number of iterations; im r is generated for the -th component of i -th particle value of a random number in . On the one hand from (8), the particle component variation occurs to some extent by the particle adaptation value. The greater the value of adaptation is, the fewer opportunities for variation will be and therefore fewer components would mutate. On the other hand, the size of the variation range is controlled by the adaptive value and the number of iterations, the greater the value of adaptation and the number of iterations is, the smaller the variation range would become. From (7) we can see that, on the one hand, the number of variation components of particles is affected by the fitness value of particles, the greater the fitness value, the less chance of variation, so the variation components is less; on the other hand, the variation amplitude is controlled by the fitness value and the number of iterations, the larger the fitness value, the smaller the variation range; and with the increasing number of iterations, the variation amplitude is gradually reduced.
C. Pheromone Diffusion Function
In natural zoology system individuals diffuse pheromone to each other with a scope affected by pheromone intensity and distance. According to this phenomenon, the gBest in (1) has a different power to attract each particles will relevant to two kinds of factors. That is the distance of particle's location to gBest and the corresponding adaptive value between particle and gBest . When closer to gBest or higher gBest -to-present location adaptive value ratio means particles will quickly react to the attraction of gBest and change their direction and velocity to gBest .
Reversely, particles will slow their activities to gBest or even escape its control.
The improvement can bring with two advantages. Firstly, the particles away from gBest won't quickly convergence to these locations. So the global search ability boosts up and degrades the risk of local optima. The second advantage is that the particles near gBest with little change of adaptive value lessened the velocity. It is no doubt to advance local search capabilities and improve the precision.
So pheromone diffusion function H is adopted in (9):
In this function above the value of k is decided as follow: 
i H denotes the power of gBest attract to particle i . The pheromone diffusion function conclude two parts. The first part is depending on value k determined by (9) to bridge the links between the movement of particle swarm to gBest and their corresponding adaptive value improvement.
In (10) i s the value of particle i 's adaptive value subtract gBest 's adaptive value; m denotes the quantity of particles in particle swarm; j s is the max value of i s . By experiment and test k is suggest not to less than 0.6 . Equation (8) the second part link particle's move scale to the distance between particle and gBest . (9) and (10) with the purpose of avoiding numerator and denominator to be zero (in test it is adopted as 0.0001) and keep no effect on final result.
D. Diversity Feedback
PSO algorithm is easy to trap in local optima because of fast downsizing of particle swarm diversity and lacking escape mechanism when in trap. In this case, diversity feedback mechanism is adopted in this paper. For one thing, feedbacks can dynamic and adaptive to adjust inertia weight so as to limit the shade of swarm diversity. The next is providing a method at the moment of diversity fall to threshold. Some way similar to genetic algorithm is introduced to enlarge the swarm diversity by means of adjusting particles direction.
The diversity of Particle swarm is supposed to measure by ( (11) creates a link of inertia weight to swarm diversity and iteration times. In the former iteration, large lumber of diversity swarm iteration leads to high value of the inertia weight. This is helpful for particle's global search ability. Accompanied with the iteration, diversity is gradually fall down which prohibited inertia weight's fast degeneration. So particle swarms will receive local search ability with little cost of global search capability to decrease the risk of premature.
V. HYBRID WSN COVERAGE OPTIMIZATION
For a hybrid WSN constituted by N static sensor nodes and M mobile nodes which is random deployed to the target area, the strategy for coverage optimization is by adjusting the location of the mobile nodes to cover a larger monitoring area as much as possible.
A. Coding Method
Each particle represents a deployment of M mobile nodes. Set the particle as , where for location of the -th mobile node.
B. Velocity and Location Update
Velocity and location update of i -th particle as (13) and (14) .
In (13), is the inertia weight for nonlinear dynamic adjustment in iteration,   i lBest t is the location the best adaptive value of the particle corresponding to until the time and is the location the global optimum of the particle swarm corresponding to until the time .
C. Clonal Selection
Every particle clones themselves after each iteration according to the calculation results of (7) and with adaptive chaotic mutation operation according to (8) , then calculate all the adaptive value of the particles after variations and compare the best adaptive value on condition of network connectivity with lBest and before cloning. The value would be The Algorithm Replaces the corresponding value if it is better, or else gives it up and starts to the next iteration until completion of the default number of iterations.
VI. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

A. Parameter Settings
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm in WSN coverage optimization, the target area has the same parameters as [24] . Randomly deploy 60 nodes on the area of including 20 mobile nodes. Sensing radius , the commuication radius , the moving velocity the mobile node is . Set the swarm size of 10 , the maximum clonal number of 10 , the maximum variation range as half of , parameters, 0.4 0.9   , the maximum number of iterations 50 T  .
B. Validation of the Algorithm
The simulation is carried out with MATLAB. Figure 2  (a) shows the initial locations of the nodes randomly deployed on area A . Blue circles represent the static nodes, red ones for the mobile nodes. The coverage rate is 66.8% according to (1, 2, 3) ; Figure 2 (b) shows the WSN coverage after adjustment of mobile nodes on the same area. The coverage rate is 85.7% and 18.9% higher than the initial value. The algorithm has a significant effect on improving the network coverage. 
C. Stability of the Algorithm
In order to verify the stability of the proposed algorithm, the results of 10 runs of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2 , which shows changes in the the algorithm run before and after. In the Figure, the dotted line indicates the pre-optimized random the initial coverage of the network deployment, the solid line represents the optimized coverage, the figure indicates the number of sleeping nodes after the optimization. 
D. Comparison with Other Algorithms
To further validate the performance of the algorithm, We comparison the proposed algorithm (denoted by MPSO) with PSO-based WSN coverage optimization (denoted by PSO). The same area to be monitoring, each algorithm independently run 10 times, statistics in the evolutionary process, the number of iterations and the corresponding average coverage, shown in Figure 4 . From the contrast curve in Figure 4 , we see that the algorithm has slightly faster convergence velocity in initial than that of the algorithm in this paper, but after about 8 times iterations, the curve slope becomes very small and slow increase in coverage, then, gradually stabilize at near constant, and fall into the trap of premature. However, although the convergence velocity at the beginning is slightly slow in this algorithm, during the first 35 iterations, it jumps from the local trap constantly. At last, the greater network coverage is achieved, and the result is much better.
E. Experimental Results Analysis
In this paper, the PSO based on dynamic clone is adopted to enhance hybrid WSN coverage which is randomly deployed, and the better simulation results are achieved. This is due to the introduction of the dynamic clone variation operation in the elementary particle algorithm. Each particle clones itself according to its fitness value and mutate under the control of the adaptability and the similarity after finishing iteration.So, for the particles, on the one hand, the stronger the adaptability, the larger the clone number, and the amplitude of variation is smaller, so that the local precise search capability is enhanced efficiently. On the other hand, since the particles clone number is also restricted by the similarity between particles, thus ensure a certain variety of particle swarm to avoid falling into the trap of premature. Meanwhile, for the particles of poor adaptability, increasing the degree of variation of clone can increase the chance of finding a better location.
From the coverage curves in Figure 4 we can see that the clone variation selection operation is always after iteration each time in the algorithm, so the search concentrates on location where the relative adaptability is not very high initially, and so the convergence velocity is slow. However, during the whole iterative process, the algorithm will constantly find new and better location to avoid fall into the trap of premature easily.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a modified PSO algorithm for hybrid WSN coverage gets better simulation results. This is due to the introduction of dynamic clonal selection and chaotic mutation into basic PSO. Every particle clones themselves after each iteration according to its adaptability and with adaptive chaotic mutation operation. Therefore on the one hand, adaptable particles have more clonal number and lower variation, so as to enhance the local precise search capabilities; On the other hand, due to the clonal number of particles is also affected by the constraints of the similarity between the particles, thus ensuring particle swarm certain diversity and avoid premature convergence. Meanwhile, for the poor adaptability particles, increasing the degree of variation expands the opportunity to find better locations.
